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Course Description
1
Software defined radio and antenna implications
2
Cognitive radio and antenna needs
3
Review of antennas for various SDR and CR applications
3.1 Mobile phone handsets
3.2 Public safety applications
3.3 Fixed infrastructure
3.4 Space and military
4
Some related research topics
5
Conclusions
The course is aimed primarily at people with a background in antennas and/or related
technology, who are interested in finding out about the new directions that these new
topics are pointing. The audience need not have an expert grasp of any particular
antenna topic area, but a general understanding of how antennas work and how
system requiremnts can impact of the design of antennas. The course will not be at a
deep theoretical level, but will be mainly descriptive, and possibly provocative.
Because the topic is still developing, there will be time allocated for general
discussion when the presenter will welcome audience reaction.
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